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ABSTRACT

A semi-analytical

uating self-shielding factors

method is given for eval-

for activation measure-

ments which use thin foils having neutron scattering

resonances. The energy

is taken into account.

angular distribution is

loss by scattering in the foil

The energy-dependent neutron

expanded as a double series, the

coefficients of which are (energy dependent) solutions

of an infinite set of coupled integral equations. These

are truncated in some suitable manner and solved numeri-

cally. he leading term of the series is proportional

to the average, or effective flux in the activation

sample. The product of this term and the neutron cap-

ture cross-section is integrated numerically over the

resonance to give the resonance self-shielding

tion. Figure l.+shows resonance self-shielding

derived in this manner for the 132ev resonance

and figure 5 shows similar results for the two

correc-

factors

in Co-59

Afn-55

resonances at 337ev and 1080ev. Self-shielding factors

for fl\vcapture are not significantly different from

unity.
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Introduction

measurements

include some

The interpretation of neutron flux

in which the activation method is used must

assessment of the efi’ectsof strong resonan-

ces occurring in some of the materials used as detectors.

In particular, while the use of a small sample (thin foil

or wire) generally causes a negligible perturbation in the

neutron flux within the medium surrounding the sample, the

flux may be greatly depressed in the sample itself due to

shielding by its outer regions. This will occur mainly at

neutron resonances, when the collision mean free path in

the sample may become comparable to, or small compared with,

the sample dimensions. A quantitative evaluation of this

“self-shielding“ effect is then necessary for the correct

interpretation of activation measurements.

The corrections to be applied here have

been studied previously for some cases. ~ierefer in parti-

cular to the work of G.M. Hoe (1), in which self-shielding

corrections for slabs, spheres, and cylinders were derived

for predominantly capturing resonances, and to the work of

(2J who have computed the activationKennet and Eollinger

in a Mn-ss parallelepipedsfor a variety oi’incident ener-

gies, using a Monte Carlo method. In this report, we pre-

sent a semi-analytical method for computing the spectrum

of the average flux in thin slabs (i.e. foils) and the cor-

responding self-shielding factors for cases in which
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scattering In the resonance is significant. Specii’ic

results are presented fOr the large, predominantly scat-

tering resonance in CO-59 at 13Z ev, and, for a more re-

stricted range of foil thicknesses, for the scattering

resonances occurring in Mn-55 at 337 ev and 4080 ev.

The following basic assumptions are

made:

(a) The neutron flux in the medium surrounding the

sample is unal’fectedby the presence or the sample.

This is a good approximation in two casee; (i) the sample

is placed in a cavity of large size compared with the

sample size, or (ii) the width of’the resonance is small

compared with the collision interval in the medium sur-

rounding the sample, the material of which the sample is

composed being essentially transparent to neutrons outside

the resonance.

(b) ‘theangular distribution of the neutron ~lux in the

medium surrounding the sample is isotropic

dependent ot position, ana the ener~y spectrum of

tron flux is a known Iunction.

(c) The sample is composed of a pure suostance

and in-

the neu-

aruain

the resonance region the mean nuxiberof secondary

neutrons emitted per collision, c(u) = zt(u)/e8(u), is

approximately equal to a constant, c = m/r., rn and I’

are neutron emission and total resonance widths respectively;
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u is the neutron lethargy, and &~, Zs are the total and

scattering mean free paths.

(d) Only s-wave scattering need be considered, so that

scattering is isotropic in the centre-of’-masssystem.

The method adopted consists of starting

with theexact equations f’orthe an~ular distribution of

the neutron flux in the sample, (subject to assumptions

(a) to (d)) expanding this into spherical harmonics, and.

again expanding the spherical harmonics moments into a set

of orthogonal polynomials in the position variable. This

gives a double series with lethargy-dependent coefficients.

The coefi”icientof the leading term, when suitably normal-

ized, is the space-average oi’the neutron flux, the quantity

of interest in activation measurements. Substituting the

series into the original equation, one o“btainsan infinite

sytitemof coupled integral equations in one variable only.

This system is truncated and solved,numerically to give a.n

approximation for the spectrum of

self-shielding corrections may be

_Mty “bynumerical inte~ration.

the average flux. The

computed from this quan-

The numerical work has been carried out

using the Chalk River Datatron. The results, which are

based on the assumption of a d.E/Espectrum in the surround-

ing medium and a sin@e level Breit-ti~ignerformula for the

cross-sections (cf. Appendix 1) are given in Figures I to 6

and !L’ablesI to IV.
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It was found that for the cases considered

the approximations resulting from truncating the double

series appear to converge quite rapidly, and that even

with the least favorable dimensions investigated, re-

taining only two terms of the double series gives ade-

quate accuracy.

The following section, Part II, contains

the equations for a general geometrical arrangement;

Part III, derives them explicitly for the plane case and

obtains expressions for the neutron flux spectra, which

are discussed at the end of Part III and shown graphically

for some cases~ in figures 1, 2, 3. Part IV contain~ the

computations of the self-shielding factors. Appendix I

summarizes the cross-section formulae used; Appendix II

contains formulae for evaluating certain functions which

appear in Part 111 and Appendix III describes briefly

the computer programs used in the computations.
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Part 11

General Theory

The equation which describes the neutron

balance in a non-reentrant isotropically seattiring body

(such as an activation detector) containingno source is

t~ lethargy-dependent steady-state Boltzmann equation,

((~~, Ch. 11. or (4), P.?87-189)

(FM7)$’(F,E,U)+ *(F,3,u)/4t(u)= Q(F,Z$;U) (2.1)

where

where ~ is a unit vector in the direction of

+ COSZ2u+])
(2.2)

neutron

travel, ~ is the neutron position vector, u is the neutron

lethargy, defined as u = 4?n(E#E), where E. is some arbi-

trarily assignable maximum value of energy; ~t(u) is the

total mean free path of a neutron of lethargy u; ~(~,~,u)du

is the angular distribution of the neutron flux in the

lethargy interval du about u, c is the mean number of?

secondaries per collision (constant by assumption (c)), A

is the mass number of the atoms composing the’scattering

body, Au is the length of the collision interval, defined

as Au = 24n(A+l/A-l)j 6(x-xO) is Dirac’s 6-function, and

the integration with respect to dS!tis over all directions.
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It is easily shown (ref. 3, Ch. 11) that

(2.1) is entirely equivalent to the integral equation,
RO

$(~,~,u)=~(~-RO~,~,u)e -~oOJ@+
\

Q(~-Rti,~,u)e-R/~t(u)~

o
(2o3)

In which R. is some arbitrarily assignable upper limit of

integration,

This form of the equation is more convenient

in the present case, since the boundary condition,

= F(u)/47c

1at surface, inward directions (2.h)

where F(u) Is the spectrum of the neutron flux outside the

sample (mentioned in assumption (b) of Part I), may be ap-

plied directly. To do this, we choose RO in (2.3) as the

distances in the direotion -=, from the point ~ to the

surface of the sample. Then (~-RO~) is the set of all

boundary points, and it is clear that (2.3) may be written

-P
-Ro\~t(u) ‘o -R/4Ju)

*(~,!3’,u)= ‘~ e +
/

Q(~-R~,~,u)e m
o

(2.5)

which will be solved by expanding $(~$~,u) and Q(~,~,u)

into a double series, and solving for the lethargy-depen-

dent expansion coefficients numerically. In general, it

is convenient to define the functions,
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where Pn (z) is the Legendre polynomial of argument z

and order n. We note that

00

6(U-U’) = $
z

(2n’+1) Pn,(u) Pn,(u’)

n’=o
(2.7)

so that substituting for the &function in Q(~,~,u) and

interchanging the order of integration and summation

gives,

w’~Q(Z,%U)=4 ~
/

(2n’+1) u gt-q(ut)du’

n’=o U-AU

Wn~(~,~,Ut)Pn? (A Sinh U’-U + cosh Ut-U)
2 2

(2.8)

‘f/enow substitute the right hand side of (2.5) into (2.6)

for ~(?,~’,u), obtaining

(2.9)

where Sn arises from the first, and Tn from the second

term on the right hand side of (2.5).

To simplify the first of these functions,

we change variables, letting ~ = ~ - RO E’, ie. 5 is a

vector from the origin to the surface of the body, with

z’ =(7- $)/?-2; and define ~ as a vector of mag-

nitude dA (a surface area element) directed along the in-

ward normal to the surface. Then
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(2.10)

w- the integration is over the surface of the body.

The function Tn is simplified similarity,

~ s~.tti~~’ = ; - RF’, with~’ = (~-~’)/l&~’1, and

noting that R2dRd$2’is an element of voltunew.i%hinthe

body. Then Tn(~,~,u) becomes,

where the integration is over the volume oft’tl$&‘Dody.

SO far the treatment has been quite gen-

eral; no attempt to define the shape of’the body has been

made, except that it must be non-reentrant. The following

section deals with (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) when the body

is a thin, infinite slab, i.e. the plane case,

a solution for the average neutron flux in the

function of u.

and obtains

slab as a
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Part III

Solutions for the Plane Case

1. Relevant Equations

In this case the body is a slab of thick-

ness 2a, centered on the origin and infinite in two dir-

ections which we choose as the y and z directions. The

only Independent variable appearing will be the x - com-

ponents of ~ and ~, namely x and y, and u, the neutron

lethargy, so that the functions appearing in (2.9) will

now depend only on these.

We define the functions ~n, an and tn by

the relations~

Yn(x,&,u) = Pn(@ *n(x,u)

Sn(x,w,u) = ‘n(~) ‘n(x$u)

Tn(x,v,u) = pn(P) tn(x,u).
(3.1)

From the first of these it follows that the spherical

harmonics expansion

with

*n(x,u) =
//Q

This Is easily seen

spherical harmonics

of l#(x,#,u)is

m

L (2n+l) Pn(~) *n(x,u)

n=o

(3.2)

using the addition tpeorem for

substitute for Pn(~.~’) in (2.6)*

by

to
-—-.

*Note that (3.2) could have been written without introducing
the function Wn, which is useful only in less restricted geome-
tries and is retained only for the sake of generality; note also
that (3.1) is a necessary consequence of assuming plane geometry and
cylindrical symmetry about the normal to the plane.
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From (2.9) and (3.1) we see that

*n(x,u) = Sn(x,u) + tn(x,u)

azkisince Pn(~ 1) = (~ I)n for all n,

~n(x,u) = (~ I)n Vn(x, ~ 1, u)
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(393)

(3.4)

with similar results for Sn and tn. Ivealso exp’s!nd

Q(XpM,U) into a form analogous to (3.2),

m

Q(x,M,u) = “k
I

(2n+ 1) Pn(~) ~(xju)

n=o

From (2.8) and (3.5), after re-ordering the integration

‘wehave,

Qn(x,u) = * ~ ‘2n’+ 1) 0/ ‘n(w)pn~(w)du

n’=o -1

u

u-AU
(3.6)

4
1

and .simce
/

pn(~)pn~(M)d~ = 26m~\(2n+ l), we obtain

-1

2U
Qn(x,u) = c(A&4

‘/
Pn(A Si~ ~ u“-u

2)+ Cosh —

u-AU

~n(x,u’) du’/&t(u’)
(397)
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We have used n’ as a summation index to avoi~ confusion

with n, the order of the moment ~(x, u).

The next step in the solution is to ex-

pand all the i’unctions,~n, Sn, tn and Qn into Legendre

polynomials in (da),

CQ

Tn(x,u) = ;
L
‘ (2m+l) Pm(x/a) ~m(u)

&o

Sn(x,u) = +
L

(2m+l) Pm(x/a) sm(ll)

In=o

cm,—

tn(x,u) = +
L

(2m+l) Pm(x/a) tin(u)

m=o

m.—

Qn(x,u) = +
L

(2m+l) Pm(x/a) Qm(u)

m=o
(3.8)

with

/

a
*m(u) = * $n(x,u) Pm(x/a) dx

-a (3.9)

similar expressions holding for the other coefficients.

Comparing (3.3) and (3*8) we == that

*m(u) = Sin(u) + tin(u)

n,m,= 03 1$ 2 .....

(3.40)
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This is the set of lethargy-dependent equationsto be

solved for the $U(u). With these known, the angular

distribution,

w m

*(GWJ) = * n (2n+l)(2m+l)Pn(~@m~xJal))~m(u)

n=o m= (3.11)

and tie -$ron fi~y

q(x,u) = %/2 ‘q (2m+l)Pm(x/a)$om(u)
L
**;& (3.12)

as well as the quantity of primary interest, the average

flux,

q(u) =

may be determined.

normalization by a

ficient in (3.10).

*oo(u)/2

The latter

factor 1/2,

(3.13)

quantity is givefi,after

as the lowest-order coef-

2. Explicit form’Of Equations

The double series for Q(x,w,u) is entirely

analogous to (3.lt).

(2n+~)(2m+fl)Pn(w)pm(x/a)~(u)

n=o m=o (3.14)

and it is clear that
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Qm(u) =

cuJl)2/ u $N(u’)Pn(A sinh ~ dut
‘‘“) k=)+ cosh ~

u-Au
(3*45)

To simplify the functions s~(u) , from (3.9) we have,

/
Sin(u) = * ‘ pm(tia) Sn(x,u) dx

-a

=

/

(@l az Pm(x/a) $n(x,tl,u) dx

-a
(3.16)

In the plane case the surface for the integral in (2.1O)

is the pair of plane~. x = ta, -KKy, Z<CO. If we let

v= tl, then $2,in equation (2.10), becomes a unit vec-

tor along ox, and the integral in (2.flO)corlsietsof two

terms, (one for each plane surface of the foil)

%u@=
++

.Fua
mcQ

xa Pm(x/a) dx
IJ

dy dZ
m

-a

● exp(-[(x+a)’+ ~+za]~a /&t(u))

(x - a)

(

(x - a)

[(x-a)’ + y’ + 221
3A ‘n

[(x-a)’ + # + 22]
y’ )

0 1exp(-[(x-a)z + y’ + Z2]Y2 /4t(u))
3.17)
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We note, in particular, by changing the

sign of x and bearing in mind the relation, Pn(tx) =

(?1)~n(x), that Sin(U) = (-I)n+mS (u), that is

Sin(u) = o (n+m) odd
(3.18)

To simplify tin(u), we write,

a
tin(u) = +

/
pm(tia) ~n(x$u) ~

-a

/

= (q)n+ aPm(x/a) Tn(x,td,u) dx

-a
(3.t9)

Again the vector g appearing in (2.11) be-

comesa unit vector along ox, -a<x, xt<a, -&y, zb, and

d~= d.x’dy dz is the volume element; when we substitute

for Tn(x,tfi,u)in (3.49) from (2.11) we also substitute for

This gives

00 00

tin(u)
LL

= Zt(u) — (2n’+l)(2m’+l)Qn,m,(u)E
nm;rl’in’(”)

n’=0 m’=o

(3.20)

where the functions E , ,(u) are defined as;nm; nm
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~
nm;n’mf(u) =

//
(8na~t(U))-’1 a

~
a~(~a)pmf( x’/a)dxdx’ dydz

-a -a

pn(-) pnt(-) lF-Ftl-2exp(-,RFfl/4t(u))
(3.21)

Changing the sign of x and x’ shows that

~ *;ntmt(u) =

that is

~
nm;n%l’(u) =

the functions

Appendix II.

(-1)
n+rn+n’+m’ ~~m;ntmt(@9

o (n+rn+n’+m’) odd
(3.22)

Further details and formulae involving

Sin(u) and E~;n~m?(u) are to be found in

gives the final

*m(u) = Sin(u)+

ur

Combining (3.10) with (3.15) and (3.20)

form of the equations to be solved,

00 00

c(A+l)2tt(u)

Lx
(2n’+1)(2m’+1)iIWn,m,(u).

4A’ nt=o m’=o

● I ,n,(A Sinh~ + cosh~)$n?m@’)du’/4t(u’ )
d

u-Au
n~m$ =0, 1, 2 ● 0000

(3.23)
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3. A remark on the parity of (n+m~

Equations (3.23) are a set of coupled

inhomogeneous Volterra-type integral equations, in the

independent variable u, for the functions$m(u). Because

of the conditions expressed in (3.18) and (3.22), it is

seen that (3.23) becomes uncoupled into two mutually ex-

clusive systems; one similar in appearance to (3.23) but

with the restriction that (n+m) and (n’+m’) be even, and

another, similar to (3.23) but with Sin(u) absent and

having the restriction that (n+m) and (n++m’) be odd. It

is well known that for any finite subset of equations of

this second system, the only bounded solution is the tri-

vial one, *m(u) = O; under certain convergence conditions

for the series (3.11) this will also be true for the in-

finite set. In particular, it may be shown that all

$m(u) = O, for (n+m) odd, provided (3.11) converges uni-

formly. Thus we need only consider $m(u) for which (n+m)

is even.

4. Approximations to the Solution of (3.231

In practice, one cannot generally solve

an infinite system of equations such as (3.23). Rather,

it is necessary to truncate the series (3.11) and solve

(3.23) for the f’initenumber of coefficients retained.

The manner in which these coefficients should be selected

so as to give the ‘bestapproximation to the true solution

is not evident a priori. In the actual case considered it
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was decided to give equal weight to each of’the subscripts

In (3.11) by stipulating that in a given truncated series

all values of n and m should appear such that (n+m) = O,

2, 4, ----- 2L, where L is some finite integer. This we

call the Lth-order approximation, in which the moments

$00, +02, *lt ---- V2L$0 are retained. By using a suffici-

ently flexible method of solution, one can, in any given

approximation suppress certain moments and then obtain a

solution for an arbitrary selection of moments. !~here-

sulting approximation to any given coefficient may be

8: in~h~ch the bracket cc5’tainSOnly(1)designated by $m u ..
● *

those pairs of subscripts appearing in the solution. For

example, $*00 (u 00) is the average flux obtained when

only one coefficient is retained, ~oz (u ~~) is the value

of$02 obtained from a solution in which only $00 and *02

appear, etc.

to be solved

FollowinE this scheme, the single equation

in the lowest, or O-order approximation is

dYOo(l -1)=Soo(u) + qd%o;oow ~A~’2

/
u

VOO(U’) du’/4t(u’)
u-AU (3.24)

Physicallyy the assumption made here is that,$(x,p,u) con-

sists of’one term only$ $oo(u)/8x~ and hence is isotropic
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and spatially flat. This would be expected to hold away

from strong

resonances.

resonances or in a material having no strong

In higher order approximations, for bre-

vity we define the integral operators, %;n’m’ , such that

%m;n’rn’ ‘n’rn’(u)=Zt(u)(2n’+l )(2m’+1) f~-~fl;n,mf(u) .

u

/ ~n?m?(u’) pn? (A sifi~ + cosh *) du’/zt(u’)●

‘u-Au
(3.25)

The equations to be solved are then, for the first-order

approximation, ~oo(u) = soo(u) + AOO;OO $oo(u)+ Aoo;02102(u)

+ ~OO;llh(U) + Aoo;20 V20(U)’

*02(U) = Sea(u) + Ao2;ooyoo(u) + A02;02(u) +

wit(u) = Sll(u) + All;oo$oo(u) + -----

*2O(U) = S20(U) + A20;OO$OO(U) + -----

--.--

(3.26)

Here again the average flux, ~$oO(u)ll~) is given explic-

itly as a component or the solution O;”(3.26). In general

of course, *oo(ul~~) # Voo(uloo). Equations.(3.26) may

88also be solved for $Oo(u ~~) and$oo(u It), by suppressing

the moments *11 and $20.
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In (3.26) three higher
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components appear. Two

of them have a simple interpretation, i.e. $02(u) is the

coefficient of that part of’the flux quadratic in x, and

~tt(u) is the coefficient of the linear component of the

netitroncurrent.

Higher approximations are of course, possible

but the la’hourinvolved increases roughly as the square of

the number of moments retained, and in the results worked

out, a first-order approximation was considered sufficient.

Figures 6a and 6b show that the zeroth and first order ap-

proximations to ~Oo(u) are fairly close; the additional ac-

curacy obtainable from a higher approximation does not ap-

pear to justify the necessary labour.

5* Method of Solution of (3.24) and (3.26~

The method of solution, which will be here out-

lined in the zeroth order (cf. equation 3.24) is to subdi-

vide the interval of integration into 2k subintervals, each

of length &u, so that 2k6u = Au. Using Simpson’s Rule,~

(3.24) is written

Ifoo(d = so~(u) +

as a finite sums

~zt(u)~oo; oo(u) QQ
4A [

3 $oo(u-Au)/zt(u-Au)

+ +-- -- -- + 4* (u-bu)i4t(u-6u) + yoo(u)l~t(u)l
00

d (3.27)

● 0 ● -.*9** ● 9 ● ● * ● ● ● e * ● ● ● * ● ● 9 ● ** ● ● ● ● ** ● ● ** . ● . ● ● * ● ● ● 8* ● *******.9 ●

~ Any other reliable numerical integration formula could have
been used equally well.
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For any value of u, we may solve (3.27) for woo(u), pro-

vidad !#oo(u’),where u’ a$ is known. Assuming this to be

$he ~ses we then solve for ~oo(u) and increase u by 6uS

j.e., move up one subinterval, and solve for u + 6u, and

so on. In this way the function ~o~u) is computed numer-

ically for as large a range of values as ~c:wsaryo The

only apparent difficulty then, is to obtain,suitable start-

ing values, $OO(U-AU), --- $oo(u-.&u)for the first solution.

During the actual solution of (3.24) which was carried out,

the initial value of u was chosen far from resonance, where

we expect that since the slab is nearly transparent to neu-

trons, V(X,V,U) ~ F(u)/47c,and”~oo(u) s 2F(u). Since F(u)

is known for all u, this gives a convenient and reliable

first estimate for starting values.

A justification of this procedure can,be based

on the analysis of Appendix 11. If the parameter u(u) =

a/4t(u) (equation A2.2) is small; i.e. if we are far from

a resonance, then from (A2.8)$

xc)(u) = F(u)
[
2+O(alnu)+ ------*MA-.*

1 (3.28)

a@ f%- (A2.12s iv)

ao.p(ll) =O(alna)

H- fwam (3.27),

*oO(u) = 2F(u) + O (a h a)
(3.29)

Comparing the results with (3.27) it is clear that the
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starting values do not in fact crltical%y influence the

solution, ~Oo(u)~ so that pra~tically any starting values

could have been asmmedp {Soo(u%) for Instance) without

materially affecting the solution later

that we start the solution Sufficiently

It is also clear that the initial error

ing a particular set of starting values

On$ provided only

far from resonance.

committed by select-

is quickly damped

out as we move along to higher values c)fu.

In the ce.se~solved, the lowest value of u was

taken to be zero, to that the maximum value of E coincided

with EO (recall that u = in Eo/E). For the Co-59 resonance

at 132ev, selecting EO = 200 was found adequate.

The method of solution of (3.26) is similar;

the starting values yo~(u) ~ 2??(u)are as~~ed~ and for all

higher moments$ we assume $o~ = $11 N $~0 sO initial~Y. BY

using Simpson’s Rule to compute the integrals, we are led

to a set of four algebraic e~uations with the solution

[voo(u), W02(u), ~11(~~),V,o(u)l. Increasinguto u+ du

and repeating the calculations gives another solution$ and

in this manner we compute the spectrum of these four moments

for the desired range.

The progr~ms used to solve these equations are

outlined in Appendix 111. The following section summarizes

the calculations.

6. Calculation of the Spectrum ~(E) in Cobalt & Manganese Foils

The spectrum was computed in the
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sonance energy, ~, is 132ev and the starting value of EO

= 200ev, (where u = O) was chosen. At this value, the ap-

proximation ~ N F(E) is a good one because the scatter-

ing cross-section is small there. For all the foil thick-

nesses investigated, it was found that ‘~~ s F(E) again

at about 80ev.

A number of foil thicknesses up to .020”

(.0508cm) were investigated. The spectrum for three of

these (.0004”, .0075”, .020~’)are shown in Figure 1.

As an exploratory attempt to assess the differ-

ence.between the zero and first-order solutions for *OO(U),

the spectrum for a .050cxnfoil was computed in the first-

order approximation~ but with various higher moments sup-

pressed. In the notation of Part 111, Section 4, the solu-

computed and plotted in Figures 6a and-6b for comparison.

~~o(uloo), Of course, corresponds to the solution for $Oo(u)

as given by the zero order approximation. Note that in

Figure 6bs voo(ul~~) and $OO(ul~~) are indistinguishable.

Xt was also found that in the subdivision of the

collision interval Au$ the solution was not very sensitive to

the number of ordinates taken, and fifteen ordinates were used

throughout the calculations.

All cross-section data used in these calculations

is summarized in Appendix 1.
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The spectrum of ~oo(E)/2, or ‘~~ is shown in

Figure 4 for .004ft,.oo75$tand .020tfthick CO-59 foils in

the region of the 132ev resonance, and in Figures 2 and 3

for .004’tand .008° thick Mn-5~ foils at the 337ev and

1080ev resonances. The cross-section data used for these

casqs is summarized in Appendix I, and the assumption was

made that,the incident flux, F(E) was equal to I@. All

the curves have the same characteristic shape, the devia-

tions from M’(E)becoming greater as the slab thickness (2a)

Is increased.

The shape of these curves

as follows. As the incident neutrons

is explained physically

approach the resonance

region from above, progressively fewer of them will penetrate

to the slab interior, since the slab appears thicker in

terms of mean free paths toward the resonance, i.e., the

parameter u(E) = a/&~(E) becomes larger. Hence the incident

neutrons in the resonance region will be f’oundchiefly in

the surface of the slab, where a large fraction of them will

be in turn scattered out, and the average flux at these en-

ergies will be depressed. In Figure 1, this depression is

approximately a factor 20 at ~ for the .020” slab. At the

same time, neutrons existing in the slab near resonance by

virtue of their having’entered it above resonance have a

rather high probability Of suffering multiPle collisions~

at least in the situations represented by ??igures1 and 2,

since in these cases, the resonance width is similar in size

to the mean energy loss per collision. Note that duri~ a
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collision the neutron energy changes discontinuously; so

that the multiple collision neutrons will be transported

by finite amounts to regions of the energy range below re-

sonance. This supply of neutrons augments the normal (in-

cident)supply and produces the%urnp” In the spectrum of

“~~ below ~. One would expect a thicker slab to allow

more collisions and hence more energy loss, and the rela-

tive displacement of the “bump’~for various thicknesses

agrees qualitatively with this. On the other hand, in the

case represented in Figure 3.,the mean energy loss per col-

lision is many times the resonance width, and the displace-

ment of the “bump” below resonance is relatively insensitive

to the foil thickness.
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PART IV

Calculations of Self-shielding Factors

The evaluation of self-shielding factors nec-

essarily involves two steps. First one solves the inte-

gral equations (3.23) in some suitable approximation, ob-

taining the average flux in the foil, ~ ~oo(u), in the

resonance region. The second step is to multiply this

flux by the capture cross-section and integrate over the

range~ obtaining the “activation” in the resonance region.

4. Definition of Self-ShieldinR Factors in Co59 Foils

We compute two self-shielding factors; for

resonance capture only:

/

and for I/v capture only:

(4.4 )

(4.2)

Here OC(E) iS the capture cross-section? ‘th = ‘c(Eth)~

‘th = .025298ev (2200 m/see enerEy)p so that
()
‘~ + uth
E

is the l/v part of the capture cross-sections and Ec is the
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Cadmium cutoff, taken as 0.50ev. As usual, ~~ is the

average flux in the foil, s.ndF(E) is the incident flux.

For convenience we subdivide the interval of

integration (Ea,~) into three subintervals, (E.S%)S(% E,T)~

and

one

and

the

u

(~,-) where ~

bekww resonance

upper limits of

UAI us u

and
%

are the energies, one a“boveand

which denote approximately the lower

the influence of the resonwce, i.e.,

distortion of the flux, ‘~. l’romSection 6 of part

III, these values are seen to be approximately, ~ * 80ev,

and Ev = 200ev. The selection of these limits is obviously

somewhat arbitrary. Outside the interval (EL,%) ~ = F(E)

by assumption, so that ‘~~ may be replaced by F(E) in the

integrals over (EC,%) and (EU,~). The factor *UR occuring

in the croes-sections need not be evaluated explicity, since

if the cross-section contains only a single resonance, it

occurs in both numerator and denominator.

The following values are obtained analytically,

using ~ = 80ev, ~ = 200ev, and J?(E)= !/E.

%

/ at(E) F(E)dE = .01196 &oR
Ec

/% .C(E) F(E)dE = 005720 + CIR

‘%
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r OC(E) F(E)dE = ● 00024 * OR

%

oth F(E)dE = .00033 y OR

Uth F(E)dE = .00056 ~ OR

over the computed spectrum were obtainedThe Integrations

numerically using Simpson’s Rule. Table Is below contains

the results.

Slab Thickness

in. cm.

.0004

.0010

.0025

0005

.0075

●010

.015

.020

.001016

.00254

.00635

.0127

.01905

.0254

.0381

00508

TABLE I

e04710 ‘~ OR .00033 ‘~ aR

● 03975

.03084

.02459

.02t30

.01924

.OI663

.01497

tl .00033

M .00033

It .00032

M .00032

w .00032

01 .00031

n .00031
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Computing the self-shielding factors gives Table 11 for

%“ ‘2 = 1.00 for all slab thicknesses calculated.

TABLE II

Slab Thickness

in.

.0004

.0010

.0025

.0050

.0075

.010

.015

.020

cm,

.001016

.00254

.00635

.0t27

● 04905

.0254

.038fl

.0508

‘1

.8264

● 7000

.5470

.4395

.3834

e3476

e3028

.2744

These results are also shown in Figure 4. Note

that the self-shielding for I/v capture is negligible, within

the accuracy of the calculations? mainly because the greatest

part of the l/v activation occurs far from resonance. This

was also observed in the l/v self-shielding factors for Mn

foils, described below.

2. Self-Shielding Factors in Manganese-55 Foils

Self-shielding corrections were calculated for

55 foils,the two lowest resonance, 337ev and 1080ev, ih Mn

although for a more restricted range of thicknesses (.00&’~to

.008”) and using only the zero-order approximation. The
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spectrum of ~~ in the two resonance regions is shown in

Figures 2 and 3, for the .004” and .008° foils. From the

figures, the influence of the 337ev resonance extends from

about 180ev to 480ev and that of the 1080ev resonance from

about 900ev to 1350ev. To simplify the calculation, it was

assumed that the two resonances were completely independent.

Thus, although the self-shielding factors are not uniquely

defined because there is more than one resonance the conven-

tion was adopted of defining self-shielding factors for each

resonance, as if it alone were present. Using the super-

scripts 1 and 2 for the 337ev and 1080ev resonances respec-

tively, we define the resonance capture self-shielding

factor for each resonance~

~,j= HmCScj(E)-(~ 1

/

~th)$Othj“~dE

Ec m

/[ 1
j (E&)*&h F(@mcJc——

Ec

j =lor2.

(4.3)

and the I/v capture self-ehielding factor,

/
j =lor2.

(4.4)
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When these integrals are computed, the interval of inte-

gration is divided into three subintervals as in the pre-

vious subsection, using (EIL, EIU) to denote the resonance

region for the 337ev resonance and (EZLP EZU] to denote

that of the 1080ev resonance. The results

analogous to those for Cobalt, except that

are entirely

there is a double

set of them and the range of foil thicknesses Is smaller.

The analytically-determined integrals are as follows. The

factor ~has been incorporated into the numerical coef-

ficient, since it is different for each resonance. For the

337ev resonance;

El

/
Lo 1

c (E) F(E)dE = 604.6 (rylr)q
Ec

A

“u

/
01C(E) F(E)dE = 894.3 (1’y# )1

El.
L

\

(w

ClqC(E) F(E)dE = 9.5 (ry/r)l

Elu

‘L

/E (# olthF(E)dE = 555.6 (ry/r)l

c
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capture integral

and

*:L

pj =

\

(W)* Gjth ‘~)dE, the I/v capture integralE
~ju

In which j specifies the resonance. The units for each col-

umn are stated in the second row of the table.

TABLE III

Sla”bThickness Rq Pq

in. em ● (ry/r)4 (ry/r)q

.004 .OIO-16 687.5 12.2

.005 .0127 657.0 12.2

.006 .01524 630.9 12.2

● 007 .01778 608.5 12.2

.008 .02032 589.0 12.2

R2

(ry/r)2

32.49

30.80

29.39

28.19

27.fl~

P2

(ry/r)2

a04

● 04

● 04

● 04

● 04

The self-shielding factors for resonance capture in each

resonance are given in Table IV, and in Figure 5. (?/v

self-shielding factors are unity for all foils).
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TABLE IV
~

Slab Thickness

in. cm.

● 004 .01016

.005 .0~27

.006 .01524

.007 .01778

.008 .02032

G,’ (337ev)

.778

● 745

.7~6

.692

.67A

‘42 (1080ev)

● 703

.667

.638

.513

.591

TWO remarks should be made here; first, that

while the two Manganese resonances were treated separately,

the neutron flux which contributes to the activation in one

resonance from the region of the other resonance will be in

reality distorted, whereas we assumed it equal to the inci-

dent flux. For purposes of computing the activation, this

assumption is quite @stified for two reasons; the error

in the activation is small since the distortion in the flux

is such that it gives two opposing errors of roughly equal

magnitude, and in any case the purely resonance activation

(ie. after subtracting the I/v term) in this region is

itself small.

The other remark is that in the numerical re-

sults the l/v activation in the region (~ se) for Manganese

and (~,co) for Cobalt is larger than the total activation.
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This apparent discrepancy is the result of neglecting higher

resonances in both case~e i.e. a single Breit-Wigner formula

is not truly adequate to describe the cross-section at ener-

gies very high above resonance. However the error expected

from this difficulty appears only in a term making a small

contribution, and so may be safely neglected.

3. Higher Order Expan=ion Coefficients

Higher order coefficients up to ~20(u) are com-

puted in the first-order approximation. Although they are

not necessary for self-shielding factorsj two of these mo-

ments~ W02(U) and ~tfl(u)are of interest for other reasons.

In the first-order approximation, the neutron flux, q(x,u)

is described in space by a constant term plus a parabola,

p2(x/a). N.Ling that P2(x/a) has its minimum value at the

origin, then where ‘~<F(E)P we expect that $02, the coef-

ficient of P2(x/a)$ should be positive in order to show the

depression, and that V02 changes sign as (~-F(E)) changes

sign. Thus $02 is negative where the neutrons are being

released from the trap in the ~tbump’f“below%’ and becomes

zero again far from resonance$ where all the trapped neutro~

have leaked out and the normal isotropic and spatially flat

distribution again prevails. A similar argument applies to

$lfl(u)~which is the coefficient of the linear component of

the neutron current. Here one expects that where ’~cF(E),

jin>jout’ and $44<0; in the ‘thump’sregion, where jout>jin,

1$,1>o.
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4. Discussion of Truncation Error

We consider here ways to find a more efficient

method of selecting the moments to be solved for. To inves-

tigate this, the average flux, *400(E) was comPuted in the

first-order approximation by suppressing $20, then *20 and

$11$ and finallY $20, ~ffi,and y02, this last being identi-

cal with the zero-order approximation for $OO. The results

are shovm”in Figures 6(a) and (b)$ using the notation

VOO(ul~~) etc., explained in Part 111. The largest correc-

tion isseen to result from the inclusion of w02, a smaller

one from ~qq, and incorporating *20 into the calculations

appears to add nothing, since the computed values for

~oo(ul~~) and $oo(ul??) were found to agree to about three

significant figures or better over the entire range.

Evidently, then it is more fruitful to include more spatial

moments rather than to represent spatial and angular moments

uniformly. If the present calculations were to be extended

to increase their accuracy, as a first step it would be suf-

ficient to incorporate ohly $04 and ~q3 (in addition to the

moments already retained) while incorporating of $22, *3,

and *40 could be

approximation.
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APPENDIX I

Neutron Cross-Sections

It is assumed that the cross sections in the

neighborhood of a resonance are described sufficiently well

by a single-level Breit-Wigner formula. Taking into account

Doppler broadening, the cro~s-sections are, for scattering;

%(I3H+ .35XI09 gDOR ~ $ 2qf(x,8) + 28av/ax
t 1

(All)

for capture;

UC(E) =

and for

Ot(E) =

non-fissile materials,

cJ~(E)+ Oc(E)

Here, Op is the potential scattering

(Al.2)

(Al.3)

term, g is

the statistical factor; rn, I’yand r are the neutron emission

(scattering), y-ray emission (radiative capture), and total

resonance widths respectively; r = rn + ry; V(X,O) is the

resonance integral~; x = 2(E-~)/r; 6 = 4KTE/a2, where E

is the neutron energy, ~ is the resonance energy,

● ● ● ☛ ● ● 9*..*. ● ● .* ● ● ● *. ** ● ● * . ● 9 ** ● 00 * ● ● ● *O ● ● *** ● * ● ● ● . ● * ● * ● 9 9=**

* A definition and tables of $(x,8) is given in reference 7.
This function $(x,O) is not to be confused with the neutron
flux distribution function used in the body of the report.
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‘th = .025298 is the energy corresponding to a neutron speed

of 2200m/see@ K is Boltzmannvs conatantj T Is the absolute

temperature, D Is the nuclear diameter in cm, usually given

‘13(A)1/3 and A is the nuclear mass number.asDs2.7x10

In addition,

= 1.0282 X 108 ~ ‘n barns
‘R %?r

and when D is given in centimeters, the quantity

[ ( )1‘th ~.35 x 109 gDaR —
‘R

Is given in barns, and since x,8 and $(x,8) are dimension-

less, the cross-sections as given by (All), etc. will be

in barns. The function $(x,$) accounts for Doppler broad-

ening at temperature T, and for T (and hence o) equal to zero,

reduces to $(x,o) = -~=, which gives the more usual form of

the cross section.

The numerical values used in the computations

for Cobalt and Manganese are listed below, and are taken from

BNL-325 (Reference 8).
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TABLE AI

Parameter

%

‘P

g

r

c . %/r

A

D

T

Remarks:

co Mn55(337ev)

132ev 337ev

3.5 barns 4.09 barns

1/2 5/~2

4.9ev 26ev

.98 .985

59 55

I0.6X10-%Q 10.3x 10-t3cm

O°K O°K

Mn55(4080ev)

1080ev

4.09 barns

7/f12

14ev

.97J

55

10.3x qO-f13cm

O°K

1) In the case of Cobalt, the Doppler correction at room

temperature was found to be negligible, and since 8 de-

pends on (~1’2), it is evident that it will justifiablybe

considered negligible for the other two cases. Only for re-

latively narrow resonances can a significant Doppler correc-

tion be expected.

2) In the governing integral equations, rather than use

et(E) directly the use of es(E) was adopted, where it is

assumed that r
~~(E) s cOt(E) = ~ at(E). ‘
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3) It was found that cs~(E)computed with these parameters,

compared fairly well with the cross sections given in

BNL-325, (Reference 8) giving a reasonably good representa-

tion in the regions of interest.
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APPENDIX II

Formulae for Evaluating The E’unctionsSin(u) and Em. nfm,(u).
9

1. Evaluation of Sin(u)

From (3.17),

i3m(U) = &F. / a Pm (x/a) dx $’~- dydz

-a moo

4

(A2.1)

Since Sm = O for (n+m) odd, we consider only those cases

for which (n+m) is even, and for these, the two parts of the

integrand give equal contributions. (This is evident physi-

cally, since the two sides of the foil are indistinguishable

to impinging neutrons.) At the same time we define the

dimensionless parameter

a(u) = a\~t(u) @2.2)

and change to normalized polar coordinates

x=a~s y=ap cos@z z=ap sin8Y so that
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/

1
Sin(u) = F(u)

/
pm(~)ti ‘p@ P

-1 0 “(*)

((l+g)’+p’]-* (I+E) exp (-a [(1+< )2+2!+)
(A2. jja)

A

Finally, setting t = [(1+G)a+p’]‘/(1+=), and interchanging

the order of integration gives,

/

1
Sin(u) = F(u) ~ Pn(I/t) e-at $

1
.Pm(g) e-~t~d~

1 -1
(A2.n)

(n+m) is even

We see that Su (u) is equal to F(u) multipliedby a function

of a only. In the evaluation of these integrals for parti-

cular values of n and m, we require the functions

/

00

En(x) = e‘xudu/un

i (A2.4)

which we have defined and tabulated (see Reference (6)).

For purposes of machine computation, all En(x) may be ex-

pressed, if necessary, in terms Of El(x), for which a library

subroutine exists for use with the Chalk River Datatron.

Some Or the Sm (u) are given below.

SOO(U) = F(u) $ [$ - E. (2a)1
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GY 1(U) =F(u)#2 [+--- -2a*e - $ EA (2a)]

2) Recursion relations for Sin(u).

Using the recursion relation (Reference (6))

En(x) = [e-x - XEn-q (x)]/n-l

(A2.5)

(A2.6)

it is verified by direct substitution that,

Stl (u) = ~ [602(U) - SOO(U)]

S20(U) = ;[(CL2-1) soo(u) + CL2S02(U) + F(u) (1-a+e-2a)1

(A2e7)

thus eliminating the need for explicit numerical evaluation

of SII(U) and s20(u). To obtain SOo(u) and SoZ(u) accurately

for small values of a, the following power series may be used,

S@o(u) = F(u) [2-2a($- y - ln2a) - ~+ 53- $$4+ ~ ---]

S02(U) = F(u) [~ - a“ a4 8a5
?$+ ~ - ~’’=”--”]

(A2.8)

where y is Euler’s constant; y = .5772I6 ---- ●
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From (3.21)

a a
E
nm;n’n?(u) =3*

H
pm(x/a)pmt(x’/a)dxdx’

[1
dydz .

-a -a a

(A2.9)

Changing the variables as in Section 1 of this Appendix

observing that Enm;n’m’ is a function of u only through

dependence on u, we can write

and

its

I (A2.10)

Finally we reorder the first two integrals and make the change

of variables, G’ = K - S$ and interchange the order of inte-

gration, so that

g~
nm;n’m?(a) = z

/
‘Pn(l/t) Pn~ (l/t) dt/t2

1

/

2
ds exp(-ctts)

/
1 d~ Pm(g) Pml(~-s)

o s-1
(A2.11)
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4) Recuslon relations for Em;n,m,(a)O

The following formulae are easily proved;

i) 33 ~
nm;n’m’ = n’m;nmf

ii) snm;n’m’ = (-@+m’ Em, en,m
9

iii) Em.n,m, = (-lp+m’ S
9 ntm’;nm

iV) ~mooo = [60n60m - Sm(U)/ZF(U)]
Y

v)

(A2.12)

Computation of S
nm;n’m’(u)

The amount of manipulation needed to compute all the

of n,m,n’~’, is greatly reduced

For instance, in the zeroth order

~ ~.n~m? up to given values

$y ~sing formulae (A2.t2).

~proximation, we require only SOO(U) and EOO;Oo(a), and we

may eliminate the latter function entirely by use of (A2.12)

(iv). In the Ist order approximation we require the sixteen

functions with (n+m) and (n’+m$) equal to O or 2. by using

the above formulae, it is found necessary to evaluate only

three of these explicity. The three selected were:
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%.;,,(a) = + [(+ - a’ + +) - (+ + ;+ $ ~-z~]

%;’.(a) = * - AZ ‘+k~ e
-2a

+ (~a) E6(2~) ‘(~) E4(2a)

E~~;z~(u) = ~ - ~ +(~] (E3(2aj - 6E5(2a) + 9E7(2u))

(A2.13)

In additions,it is verified by substitution that,

E,,~zo(u) = ~ [8s20(u)/F(u) - 5s0,(u)/F(u) -

SOO(U)/N(U)]-& [1-2a-e-2al

2
-*)e -2~/20

a4

The power series for these functions are:

Eo2; ll(fd = [~ -
a’ u“ 8a5 a’
~i-g-

m+”~-mm ----
1

%;20(d = [(*-Y-
a’ 2a3

in.2a)~ + ~ + 2 (ln2a

8U5 a6
-W+m+

in which y is Eulerqs constant. These formulae

more accurate evaluation of these functions for

---- 1

permit a

small u.
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APPENDIX III

1. Program For Evaluation Of$oo (u) in the lst-Order Approximation

Although a program exists for evaluating ~OO(u)

In the O-order approximation, the more general program,

which solves for$oo, $02, ~i? and V20 will be described here.

By inserting a number in the”data this program will suppress

any number of higher moments starting with $20, and so may

include the O-order case.

We begin with theequations like (3.26) from Part

III,

*oO(u) = ~soo(u) + Aoo; oo~oo(U) + Aoo;02V02(U)

+ Aoo;@tt(u) + AOO;20$20(U)

$k@) = %02(u) + Aoa;ooyoo(u) +.Ao2;02~02@~,

+ A02;t1$1t(u) + A02;20420(u)

*11(U) = +s1 t(u) + Al, ;Oolk)o(u)+ ----

if20(u) = @2Q(U) + A20; OO$OO(U) -t ---- (A3.I)

Note that ~m has been redefined by introducing the factor

one-half on the free terms Sm (u) which automatically‘nor-

malizes the average flux, so that the computed values of’

$OO(U) may be used directly. The starting values used by

the program are then F(u) for $Oo(u) and zero for the other
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moments. The integrals
%;n’m’ are

rule sums. It will be recalled from

CRT -

approximated by

927

Simpson’s

Part III that,(expressing

tt(u) in terms of Os(U))

%m;n’m’$n’m’ (u)= (C(A+l)2/4A0 (u))(2n’+l)(2m’+1)~ ~,m,(u).
e ;

Iv Pn A Sillh~
ULU

● + cosh —
2 1

~nfm~(u’)o~(u’)du’
2u-Au

(A3.2)

Dividing Au into 2k intervals of length M, and applying

Simpson’s rule.to the integrals

%m;n’m f$n$mt(u) = w
2 (2n’+l)(2m’+l)Sm;n,m,(u)

+
[[

[Pn, Asinh ~ + cosh ~
1
Wn.mdU-AU) OE(U-AU)

. o@-(2k-l)ti)

+ Zpn, [ASinh(+)+ Cosh (~”)],n,m,,u-,2k-2,bu)

● c@-(2k-2)6u)

+ -- - - - . ---
------ ----

+ Pn,(l) *n,m,(u) %(u}
1

.A
nm;n’m~+K ~;ntm?(u) vn!m?(u) ‘

(A3.3)
where

K~.n?m~(u) = ~- (2n’+~) (2m’+1) ~;n~mf(u) ~
7
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since we note that for all n, Pn(l) = 1. It can be seen

that h is the sum of the remaining 2k terms, for
nm;ntmt

which Ut <U. These are known for all u, once the starting

values are selected. Equations (A3.1) become, in matrix

form;

1 - Koo;oo

- K02;o0

- Kll;oo

- K20;o0

- Koo;02 - Koo;tt

1 - K02;02 - K02;11

-XII;OZ 1- KII;lI

- K20;02 -K20;11

- Koo;20

- K02;20

- K11;20

1 - K20;20

.

*oO(u)

*02(U)

$11(U)

lf20(u)

*soO(u) +Aoo; c)o +~oo;02 +hoo; ll +~oo;20

L d
~ S02(U) + A02;O0 + A02;02 + A02;*I + ~02;20

=
*S,, (U)+ X,,;00+A,,;02+?U I;,, +A,,;20

~ S20(U) + “h20;oo + 7L20;02 + A20;11 + 7L20;20

(A3.5)

The first-order program solves the equation in

this form, after the necessary manipulation, using the

library subroutine for linear equations. The necessary

manipulation includes computation of cross-sections from the

Breit-Wigner forrnqla,insenting the 2k starting values for

each of the four moments into the memory, and-computing the

auxiliary functions Sin(u) and Em; ntm, (u) .
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The flow-sheet on page 54 describes the operation

of the program.

The data to be used is read in with the program

on four cards. The input is

c(A+l)2/4A

~,
P

gr#~

.35 X 10ggaRD

E.

2k-1

h = Au/2k

al
= 0.50

= (45-1)L # eqns.

(o)

(1)

(2)

(*) 4 (3)
th

(4)

(lo)

(11)

(12)

(43)

(14)

%?

*/r

1024A/PNo

a/c (cm.)

2k+l

●

(2/r)~

ao = ‘O*2O

-A

8(2k-1)

8(2k)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(45)

(16)

(17)

(f8)

‘(49)

Most of the terms have been defined earlier.

The others are; the number of subdivisions per collision

interval 2k, I.e. (2k+l) is the number of ordinates in

Simpson’s rule, E. is the highest value of energy for which

the calculation Is done$ so that U. = O and E = Eoe-u;

r= ~-l is one less than the number of equations to be solved



uu (u),F(u) ._>
*

Test No.
lTf ‘“+$,

> Compute All Auxiliary ~Functions
of Cases Le~endre Polynomials

1If c2k + f

L____#Cases
<200

Flow Sheet;

I Uake Up Linear Equations :

1
--l 1r

U
Solve Linear Equations

4 1

J/

I

( I Store Solution, ~OO(u) etc. I

IPrint Result~~ I STOP I

Program which Evaluates
(1)

Voo W
20

I
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for. This parameter controls the
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nurriberof moments, if

any, that are to be suppressed. The parameters a. and a,

are the values of a.below which the program computes some

of the auxiliary functions by power series rather than from

their definitions. All physical quantities are entered in

floating-point form; those involving r or k are in fixed

point.

Since the program is limited to 200 solutions,

2k and 6U must be selected so that the lowest value of E,

Ex say, will be sufficiently far below resonance to ensure

that the resonance region will be represented adequately.

Here E* will be givenby E’ F E. exp (-u:~),where

U* = 2006 u = 200 (Au/2kj = fOOdu/kJ

The output is given on 200 cards or printed lines,

each one having, for one value of u the quantities u, E,

CJs(U), F(u)? $oo(u), $02(u)~ VII(U), WZO(U)S so that it iS

necessary to take output at eight words per line (or card).

The time taken for a solution of 200 values is just under

one hour.

2. Program for Evaluating ‘l’heActivation in the Resonance Region

Using The Computed Flux

Once the flux is determined by the above program,

a separate program is used to integrate the product of the

flux and capture cross-section numerically to.obtain the

activation. It is recalled that the activation from the res-

onance region in a foil of thickness 2a is
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for all capture, and

(A3.6)

(A3.7)

for I/v capture, where $OO(E) is the average flux, deter-

mined from the previous program. Hence the activation due

to resonance capture only will be (A-b). Substituting from

Appendix I,

Eu ER L
%R.A=r

/ [ 1
(~)’ ~.o(E) 1 + ($2 (E-tiR)2‘1 aE

% (A3.8)

(A399)

These formulae, it will be noticed, apply only where Doppler

broadening may be neglected.

The change of variables from the energy E, to

lethargy u, is easily made. In General, EU, the maximum

energy at which the resonance is considered to affect the

flux, will correspond with the E. used in the flux program.

Then ~ will correspond to some maximum value”of lethargy,

u Making the change of’variables,max.
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(+ )
u

A= r ~ (EREU);
/

‘axexp(-u/2) ~O~u){l + (~)2(E-ER)2]-ldu

o

These integrals exclusive of

by the program, when the results of the flux calculation con-

taining u, E, oS(E), F(E), WOO(U), etc. are read in. Since

the integration is done by Simpson’s Rule, an odd number of

(A3.10)

/

u
‘ax exp(-u/2)~oo(u)du

o

(A3.11)

the factors
()
+R are computed

cards (not over 199) is read in with the program. The sub-

interval used in the integration is, of course au, as deter-

mined. These cards of results are printed following initial

data cards containing,

(EREU)~

5U

(z/r)*

%

1 + (2/I’)2(Eth-ER)2

(o)

(1)

(2)
card 1 (Floating Point)

(3)

(4)

2n (5) card 2 (Fixed Point)
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Here, (2n + 1) is the number of cards read in from the

output of the previous program and is determined by the

value of u (or E) at which the flux is no longer signifi-

cantly disturbed by the resonance. All these data cards

are read in at 5 words per card. At the end of the

program eight words are printed out (2 cards); the first

six being the input data, as a check, and the last two

being the integrals A and B in that order, divided by the

factor (~bR). The time taken for this program for one

set of input data is about 15 minutes.
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